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Madonna shines on the big
screen in Andrew Lloyd
Webber's Evita
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Muskie Jr.

Mtiskies stay· confident.after loss
BY· PETE HoLTERMANN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Xavier ended Christmas
break with a solid win at Fordham,
following the team's first loss of
the season at Dayton last Tuesday.
Despite the blemish on their
record_, the Musketeers are still
ranked nationally. Their 11-1
record is good for 14th in the
Associated Press Poll; and 11th in .
the USA Today/CNN Coaches Poll.
The Musketeers.continue to
practice hard as thefprepare for a
tough stretch of.games ahead.
They remain focused and are
. . Jaij_~g)hi9gs. on~_,game at a time . f.
despite last week's setback.
··
. Fordham held Xavier in ,
check in the first half of Saturday's
game", but the Muske.teers put the
Rams away in· the second half to
pick up the 75-64 victory.
Xavier was unable to
exorcise the curse the Dayton
Arena has on them. Last yea:r,
Xavier led the Flyers by 12 with
just over three minutes to go, but
Dayton won the game 61-55. This
year, the Musketeers didn't look
sharp, dropping their first confer-

ence game of the season 98-91.
3:10 stretch to take a 27-25 lead.
In Fordham on Saturday,
Fordham stayed with Xavier
there were no ghosts helping the
for the rest of the half, but the
. Rams against the Muskies,
Musketeers did titke a 34-29 lead
despite legendary Green Bay
into the locker room at the break.
Packer coach Vince Lombardi
Turnovers plagued the
· and "Captain Kangaroo" .Bob
Musketeers in the first half against
Keeshan in the alumni ranks of
Fordham, much like the Dayton
the New York City's Jesuit
game. Xavier turned the ball over
University.
·
15 times, and the Rams blocked
Things started slowly for
five Muskie shots.in the first 20
the Musketeers. Fordham scored minutes. Xavier lost the ball eight
the first six points of the game
more times in the second palf, to
before T .J. Johnson scored from
total 25 for the game .. This .
inside on Xavier's eighth
increases their average tq' a lofty
. possession.
20.1 turnovers per game~.'
· ·
The Rams extended their
. ··· · .xavierturned up the , .•.
lead to.14,.5, but then Xavier
intensit)'.ii{·ili~,~~~ond half. xti
-launchedone()fitstrademark·'.·· , '-took'offtotake·~'56~40Jead with·'·
' sprirt8; ·Th&:Mtisk:etee1;s held . .
. 12:40 remalning'wfieri Fordhafu·
Fordham scoreless for over six
called a timeout after the game
minutes while scoring· 18 points
started to get out of hand for the
Rams. Xavier never let the
on the other end of the floor.
Lenny Brown got the run
advantage fall to less than 10
. off tO a good start with a pair of
points for the rest of the game.
three-pointers. The end of the.
James Posey led the way for.
run was highlighted by stepped
Xavier. He scored a career high
defensive pressure from the
· 21 points, and grabbed six ·
Muskies. ·
rebounds in the w!µning effort.
Fordham responded well to Lenny Brown added 16 points,
Xavier's run as they embarked on and Torraye Braggs tossed in 13
one of their own. The Rams
(see Musketeers on page 8)
outscored Xavier f3-2 over a
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. . photo by Deena Delfosse.

Musketeer fa.JJ. Nelson.Sireitman, age 4, compares costumes with
Mr. Muskie at the Dec. 29 men's basketballgami!.
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Disney gets keelhauled

BY PATRICK AYERS

EorroR-IN-:CHIEF
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

They suspended a little boy
for kissing a classmate, and I did
nothing. ·Ebonics made the
national scene, and I held my
tongue. This, however, is the last
straw. It's time to batten down the
hatches and set sail on a mission to
stop the forces of political correctness that have begun to run amuck
in this cQuntry. Disney has bo_wed
down to the soldiers of selfrighteousness and ruined the .
· Pirates of the Caribbean.
Recently _I was lucky enough
to visit Disney World in Orlando.
The trip had it'shigh points. For
example the Haunted Mansion, .
Space Mountain, and the Alien
Encounter were all wonderful. I
saw a kid almost get run over
during Mr. Toad's Wild ride. He
was saved at the last second by
Kevin, the eagle-eyed Disney

employee who shut off the cars
The biggest surprise for me,
and saved·this little kid from.
however, was the Pirates of the
getting his feet smashed..Even
Caribbean.
better than this near miss was the
You get in a little boat and
fact that saving the boy caused a . cruise the warm Caribbean waters
total shutdown Of the attraction
as the night sky changes above
and trapped about fifteen park
you and pirates, well, act like
patrons in a poorly lit, brain
pirates around you.
numbingly loud, cart0<;m hell for
There were lots of cannon
nearly twenty minutes. You could firing, grog swilling, town
tell by the dazed look on their
burning and sword fighting going
faces when they were finally
on. It was great, and in a day full
ofanimatronic-overload the
·
rescued that Toad Hall was . .
definitely too smalla world to be · Pirates ofthe-Caribbean keelpent up .in for any extended
hauled tlie competition and came
period of time.
out as the most memorable ride. I
It also had its low po_ints.
liked it so in~chl rode it twice,
The new electric light parad_e
and catch. inyseif humming the
sucked. They took out the Twenty music from it fo this.day.
Thousand Leagues Under_ the Sea
·
A few weeks after my .
ride and our guide .on the Jungle
return froni the Magic Kingdom I
Cruise was on Prozac or someread that :Disneyland, Califor~
thing. Also,Disneyseemsto have . nia, is changing their version of
abandoned soine ofits older
the ride. It seems they decided a
characters in favor of Aladdin and scene in which a pirate chases a
the Lion King. I didn't see
woman is politically incorrect.
·Donald Duck once.
Give me a break! The)'.' re

1n

pirates for God's sake! That's
what they do, it's their job.
Granted, I don't expect historical
or scientific accuracy from a place
whose spokesperson is a giant,
talking mouse, but enough is
enough.
In the.Orlando version of the
ride there is a section in which the
pirates are auctioning off women
they have captured. I was impressed that the Disney people had
. the guts to include that particular
aspectofpirate life. Let's face it,
pirates don't get dates the way you
·arid I do. ·
· Pirates chase women. (Hell, .
for that m~tter rve been known to
chase woinen on occasion.)
Pirates also loot and bum villages,
murder people and drive fantastic
siiilboats equipped with heavy
artillery~ (None of which I have
done.) They are unseemly.
char11cters, to say the least.
(see.Yoho yikes page 6)
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urc deb~Computerproblem
Bv NINA BmiIAusKAS ·
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

·Raffle tickets

· lit the face ofthe ~"TechnologiCal Revolution/' :Xavier
students have been Ieftwith a
The Student Affairs Committee of SGA is holding a
question
of what this means for
raffle on Jan. 25 at the Xavier vs. Duquesne basketball game.
·. · ..
their
university.
All proceeds will go to United Cerebral Palsey Of Cincinnati.
When
students
came back to•·
Tickets will be sold outside the cafeteria in the University
campus for another academic year,
Center begirining Jan. 21 until halftime of the game. Tickets
a noticeable amount. of changes had . •
are $1 apiece or six tickets for $5. Some of the prizes include
taken place. .
··
·
gift certificates to various Cincinnati restaurants, including
The Jabs in the residence halls
Dockside VI and Montgomery Inn as well as a $200 gift
had been replaced in favor of more
certificate to Kroger and a year supply of bagels from
dorm rooms; functional computers
Brueggers.
replaced terminals in the existing
-labs; hours were extended in the
CBA lab; a.1Jd a new committee, the
University Technology Committee
(UTC) held its first meeting.
Commissioned·by University
photO by Deena Delfosse
.
'
President Rev. James Hoff, the
The University Te~hnology Committee will attempt to sofve the university's
Xavier's chapierofHabitatfor-Humariity is building a
UTC "is responsible for broadgr(Jwing computer problems.
miniature 5 foot tall Habitat house to help raise the $45,000
based planning thatii1tegrates the
necessary for building a house in theXavier vicinity. Each
academic and administrative
club atXavier is requested to. design a two~footby one-foot
technology needs of the university." prove. We feel that we are not up· Olin Foundation for a grant.
piece of the ho.use and'then to attach its piece to the structure
The utc meets every week . · to par arid we think we· could do ·
If successful, a new technology
on Jan. 23. Habitat is asking for a minimum donation of $30
.
building would be developed on ·
to discussXavier's technological
better."
. · ··. ·
for each piece. ·Clubs who would like to purchase a piece or
future.
The effort to keep up is
campus in the next three to four years
who have questio~s should call Leslie Toleski at 7Sl~l678;
·The result, however, is
proving to be difficult. "If there
and would include 24 hour computer
is one thing thau'c·an. guarantee,
labs for students as well as interactive
neither 24 hour computer labs nor
morecomptiters in the near future.
it is that today;s technology is not clas~rooms, sCience and writing-labs.
tomorrow's technology," said · ·
· Ideas are also in placeforother
''We don't have the physical
space (to expand),"srud Director of · Academic Vice President arid . . projects, such as a fully electronic.
Information Systems and Services
UTCmember James Bundschuh.
classroom including an instructor
and chair of the UTC Dorinda
Approximately every three
station, projection capabilities·arid
Giles. "Students would reallylike
years current computer ·
individual _student.stations complete
:··:<: . '·! ; ·.. · . • ·.·· ,._·· .·. '1: ..\ ' .·· .:. ,~· tc:> have a 24 hour fab, ;ind:I can ., . technologies
the risk of . : /·~it~ P9s. . .. . .. >.• .. : .• . : i .
. 'Weekenders are offering co~sponsorship money for · \' · understand that, l::mfw'e would'like. : becoming (jb~olete: 1Xavierl:fas' ·
· i Still another coriceptisilll' ':
weekend programming. In order to qualify, the e~ent should ; it to be attended rather than an
· no plans for automatic updates,
"Internet C~e." . ..
...
.. .·
unattended lab."
but are upgrading as requests
"You~could go in and have soft
be designed to attract over 300.students and occur on a
David Sauvageau, a freshniari come forth and resources are
drinks and snacks and· stuff like that
weekend night'after 6 p.m; Weekenders co-sponsorship
available.
. but therewould be computers there,"
and the only student on the
packets are available in the Student Services Hallway. For
committee, recognizes that one of.
··
At the same time however,
Giles envisioned.· "A Ilttle:more
more information, contact 745-32~5.
the main concerns facing Xavier's -Xavier has a network on campus
casual."
to which almosta}l the buildings
Currently, a three year action
students is the lab hours.
. ''It may not be realistic to do
·are connected and have. acces·s to ·plan is being hacked out.
it," Sauvageau said. "You have to
a large amount of software.
"We absolutely need to have the
-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe
pay to keep the building open, you
"We're not so bad," Giles
· best iitformation that we can have as a
have to pay to keep the safety and
said. "We're aheadof the game
university .. We need to have a list of
security and you have to have
as far as having the residence
wants and desires that is current. We
students running the labs."
halls wired.~' And this year '
need to tum that around and provide
Giles said that another
Xavier saw a large expansion in
for our faculty, staff and
problem is the fact that half of the
the internet causing all lag to be
.adminis.tration the kind of education
computers on campus, including
eliminated.
technology, that would be most useful
Several different issues, not for all of us," Bundschuh ~aid.
those in. the computer labs, are
obsolete.
all involving computers, face·the
UTC. Currently aproposal is
"That's where we're sitting,"
she said. "We are trying to imbeing put together to petition the
.
.
.
Thursday, Dec. 11, 12:45 p.m•.
A29 year-old former student was arrested in the Brockman
parking lot for menacing and criminal damaging. The subject
.allegedly broke the rear window out of a student's vehicle and ·
threatened her. The victim knew the subject.
Affairs Rosemary McCullough
Performers it the servke include
BY KARA
BENKEN.
.
.
explained how the thenfo\vas
Xavier's Gospel Choir and the s_inging
.· THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Wednesday, Jan. 8, 10:45 p.m•.
significant.
.· group David Mirior with One Voice. .
While investigating a report of a suspicious vehicle parked on
. · ~·r th1nk it's important f()r ·
A candlelight march from the ·
Herald Avenue, Xavier officers arrested a 20 year~old non· all of us within the Xavier . :
chapel to the "X" on the Academic
student who waswanted on.two qutstanding misd~meanor ·
'On yYedriesday, programs. .
community to.~rimmemorate.the. ' .·Mall.will begin following the servk:e.
charges by Cincinnati. Police.
sponsored hy several campus ·
memory ofa:great.Americail
·
McCullough siiid, "King was the
group~ will commeinorafo the work someone who held a greafideal
strongest ~oi~efor pettce and brotherMonday,Jan.13, 1:_10 p.m••.
and Ufe of Dr.Martin Luther King, for illl of us to come' together," : .hood for all nations and peoples~ It's:
A student was caught stealing a textbook from the Bookstore ·
Jr. Xavier, who has ~pecifically
she said~
.
honor to recognize someone whose
while attempting. to sell it back. to the Bookstore. The subject
recogrti~ed King's importance since.
.· The soul food di~nerwill
ideology was international.'; · . ·
wiil be broughtup on
internal
disciplinary charges.
the holiday was natiopally observed· :begin at 4:30 p;in. in,theDown · · ' Campu·s groups who planned this
: .
.
for the first time in 1986, will be · Under of the University Center.. •year's memofialinclude Black Student
holding a special dinner, keynote
Follqwii:igthi~, Rev. Dr.
Association, Campus Miriistry, Student
- Security Note of the Week
address and candlelight ni.arch
. · Henry Wise Jones; it Jocal pastor . Activities Council, Studen_t Govern~
beginning at 4:30 p.m. '. · .
who marched with King, will
rrient Association;· Studerit DevelopSunday, Jan. 12, 10:50 a.m.
ment, Peace and Justice Programs,
While King stressed that
present an address at Bellarmine
A Metropolitan armored car drove down the grassy area on
every American can make a
Chapel at 7:30 p.m. · .
Spiritual Developme~t .and Residence
the Resideritial Mall causing minor damage. The driver was
difference,
Xavier's
theme
fo.cuses
Jones
will
discuss
his
.
Life.
severely reprimanded.
on every person· s ability to' make
experierides with IGng and the :·
difference.
· "· · ·
influence of the ChriIRights
-compiled by Kara Benken
.Movement upori· his life work~
Director of Multicultural

Habitat houses

Weekend mo11.~y ,:
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Tur worldng 2ndor 3rd Shtlt

7S3TUITKN
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YOU_
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Taking Ebonics
a step further
children in New Jersey should,
by law, be educated in
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
"Yankeeonics."
Here's an example of the
Over the past couple of
way that would ~ound. "You's
years, I have been a silent propoguyzz take out ya histowy books
nent of an issue that has just come
and tuwurn to page fwoteen. ·
to the forefront of American ·
And God help us,just
•
•
debate.
imagine "redneckonics."
p1o~eer1ng
As a compassionate Ameri"Ms. Caldwell, Jimmy
can, living in this great diverse
Paul dun whacked owt e's tooth
country of ours, I must side with
with a gatdurn co-colar bottle."
.those people who believe ebonies
School boards around the
should be taught in school.
nation are sure to pick up on
For those of you who aren't
these new forms of English.
up on the issues facing the United
If they don't, I'm sure
States these days and don't know
there will be a lawsuit filed and
what ebonies is, by all means, let
the issue will be taken all the
me fill you in.
way to the Supreme Court ... it
We are no longer worried
in the corporate boardrooms of
would only.make sense.
about worthless and petty topics
America, the floor of the New
Out of all the forms of
like peace in the Middle East or ·
English I stand for, ebonies is the
York Stock Exchange and
even the rising number of violent
only form that has been impleprobably all the way to the
crimes in the U.S. Now we are
mented.
hallowed halls of the United
concerned about a topic with some States Congress.
It will be awhiie before we
substance: whether or not a child
can measure its success, but we
I can just imagine a convershould be taught in standard
sation spoken in ebonies during a . are already seeing hints.
English or ebonies, which is
AT&T board meeting.
Oakland is not one of the
loosely defined as black English.
"Yo, pass me da' powt hoe," most prosperous cities in America.
Recently, the Oakland,
which translated into English
Paying teachers to learn ebonies
California school board voted to
means, "Please pass me the
will, withoutquestion, help
instruct teachers.how to interpret
report." Then in response, the
educate these kids and transfer
ebonies.
say' "heya go
: second person
them into the business and civic
It's about damn time a
my bi-yatch," meaning, "Here's
· leaders whom Oakland needs to
group of pioneering individuals
the report."
develop into one of the premiere
took leadership on this issue.
It's all going to make life sci cities in the nation;
Let's say a young child does much easier and we have the
I can just picture one of
not know the English language
Oakland; California school board
these kids becoming mayor of
and can only speak in his or her
to thank.
Oakland and at his or her inaugunative tongue of the street.
ral, uttering the poetic·ebonic'
Now in response to their
lthink it is unfair that they
courageous move, I am proposing. words, "Waz up y'all, it's timezz
should have to be bothered by
that we go even further.
wez duz this dope city up right,
such trivial nonsense as taking an
Not only should we institute · yeahh."
English class. After all, they're
what Mike Royko of the Chicago
There's only one other thing
never going to need it.
Tribune calls, "Honkyonics," but
I can say about the Oakland,
Let's face it folks, English is also teach children in each part of California School Board's
. on its way, out.
· . the country in their native slang.
· decision: "Moronics."
Ebonics is sure to catch on
For example; school
BY JEFF DAVIS
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"I'm going to refrain from
horticulturing in my apartment."
James Ritchotte

"I just transferred to Xavier, so my
resolution is to_ do well in ·school."

·"My resolution is to quit smoking."

"I want to spend more time on academics and lose 20 pounds."

Bubbi Lawrence
junior
Louisville

Erin Schneider
sophomore
Detroit
.

~·

_Jason Thomason

·"

Tiger's dad loSf iri. Woods
. ifr. STEVE sitil1.it ....

'Efut-6.Pens fos; .:, ·. •.· ' :1nternationaC Bec~s\:le iie;s . --~~
mouth. It.nauseates me to r\::ad or.: qualified-through· his:eth~c;ity to '-'
listen to the sil1cere\vords he
; accomplish niiraqJes. He's the
Ii enraged ~e f~r some odd · speaks. J~sttead along ~ith me_
bridge between the Ea5(and :the
reasori. The words my eyes were · for a second:.. -· . . . .._-._. .
Wc::_st. .There is no limit ~ec;ai.Jse
picking up off the page sunk into,
"My heart fills with joy
. he has the gui~ance. I don't know .
my soul and began to boil. i
: when I realize. thafthis· young man ·· yet what form this will take. Brit
wasn't sure ifl was misinterpretis going to be ablefo help so many heis the Chosen Olie.. He'll have
ing the text, if the quotes were
people. He will transcend this
.. the power 'tci impact naticiits. Not
incorrect, or iflwasjustdifferent game and bring to the world a
people. Nations. The 'world is just.
and couldn't appreciate the · · humanitarianism which has never
getting a taste of his power."'
thought process.
been known before. The world
Is this guy for reai? Does he
Professional golfer Tiger
will be a better place to live in by
really mean what he's saying? Is
· this some psychotic media ploy? · ·.
Woods was recently honored with virtue of his existence and his
Sports lllustrated"s annual ·
presence. I acknowledge only a
The arrogance andignodistinction of Sportsman of the
small part in that I know that I was ranee is aimost incomprehensible. ·
Year. Along with a cover all to
personally selected by God
·
·
I can understand a father
himself, the golf phenomenon
himself to nurture this young man being proud of his son, every dad · ·. .
was explained in an in-depth
and bring him to the pofnt where
brags about how great his kid is in
article about his life.
he can make his contribution to
pee wee soccer, but as the child
Woods is an amazing story · humanity. This is my treasure.
·grows, it fades. Bragging turns
in the world of sports and if he
Please accept it and use it wisely.
into pride and is displayed subtly
. continues on the path he has
and appropriately ..
Thank you," said Earl Woods at
started, he will become the
Tiger's Fred Haskins Award
· . Earl )Voods steps over the
greatest golfer to ever play the
. dinner.
.
.,
boundaries. I don't cru:e what the
· game. He is well deserving of the
situation or the background is, but
· Now let me take you a little
award.
further as I continue to quote from Tiger Woods is not "the Chosen
His abilities as a golfer are
Si's article on Tiger.
One."
_unchallenged by anyone, espe"'Tiger will do more than
Tiger
change lives, just.
cially me. For that matter, his
any other man 'in history to change ·like all great athletes before him
qualities as a human being are
the cqurse of_ humanity,' Earl says. have. He is certainly speciai, just
nearly impeccable. He',~just an ·
Sports history, Mr. Woods?
like all great athletes before him
average 21-year o_ld with an
Do you mean _more than.Joe Louis were. But his influence will never ·
incredible game and ari even
·'and Jackie Robinson, more than · . be quite as dramatic as Earl
more incredible bank role.
Muhammad Ali and Arthur Ashe? Woods dreams it will.
·
To put his short profes~
'More than any of them because
··.. It's a sad representation of a
sional career in perspectiv~, ·
. he's more charisinatic;-more
greatathlete arid person. In my
Woods qas won thre~ of1tis.first · ~:educated, more prepared for this.
opinion it would be of.greater
nine tournaments and cruised past than anyone.'
·
_ respect and admiration to Eldrick
. the $1 million mark in earnings. '
. Anyone, Mr. Woods? Your
(Tiger) Woods and the general
· 19 events faster-than the prevfous son will have more impact than ·.:·society of sports fans if Earl · .
,mark.
Neison Man4e_la, mor~ titan
Woods wouldstep down fromthe . .
My untamed anger is not
· Gandhi, more than Buddha?
podium and let us all enjoy his son:·.
with Tiger Woods or the
'Yes, because he has a.
for what he is: one hell of a golfer .
depictions of his life in the SI
larger forum than any of.them:·
-arid an even better human being .
. article. My temper flares when.
Because he'_s playing ·a sport thit~'s
--> ' ·wood~; i~th~r:

· . THE XAVIER.NEWSWIRE
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"Every Person Ca'n Make A Difference"

Martin· L'uther_King, Jr.

The Commemorative Ob_servance Program is free and open to all faculty, staff, students, and the Cincinnati community.

.Com111en1orative ,
:Qb·s~ervan.ce, Progra1n at ·

Soul Food Dinner
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
University Center Downunder
Donation: $2.00 (faculty staff)
$1.00 (students)

Keynote Address
7:30 p.m .
. Bellarn1ine Chapel

Candlelight March
9:00
•·

I

Wednesday, January 15, 1997
Keynote Speaker: Reverend Henry Wise Jones
The Rev_erend Dr. Henry Wise Jones Is the son and grandson of B.lptlst mln_lsters. Born July
agraduate of Kentucky State University and he attended the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary In Louisville, Kentucky•
.Since September of 1985 Reverend Jones has dedicated himself .to the leadership of the Mt.
'Zion Baptist Church In Woodlawn. His commlm1eru to serve the members of the church and his
Insightful messages of hope and falti\ have. made a difference throughout his nationwide appear·
ances.
Reverend Jones is' a frequent speaker for special occasions at churches, conventions, and col· .
legr.s. The recipient of many honor~ and citations, he has been -recognized for- "Outstanding
Service" In the Fleld of Religlon by. Pl Lamda Sigma, Daniel Payne College, Birmingham, AL, com·
·; missioned a "Kentucky Colonel", named to "Outstandh1g Young Men of America" by the National
,?, Jaycees, Included In the "Personalities'~ rhe Somh" by the 81-Cenrennlal Committee on Historical
"'' Preservation, and he served as the past 13resldent of the Valley Ministerial Alliance In Cincinnati.
As a youth, Reverend Jones marched Y ith Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. He continues to share his
Impressions of those experiences and the Influence of the Civil Rights Movemenr of the 6o·s upon
shaping his life's work.
.
. ',
·The scripture that guides his Jalth Is taken from the King James versl~n of the~ Romans
8:28. "And we know that all things work together for good to them that love God, to them who ·
ari: the called according to his purpose:•
26, 1941, ln,Lexlngton, Kentucky, he Is

'·:·

...

'

Dr. King and his son. Dexter.

·Program Sponsors:
•Student Development
•Office of Multicultural Affairs
•Student Government Association
•Black Student Association
•Campus Ministry
•Peace and Justice Programs
•Student Activities Council
•Campus Dining Services
•Office of Residence Life
•Xavier University Gospel-Choir

:::'t

Let Stat Bank. h.elp you use your new X~vier ~LL Card.for all it's
worth. just VISit Star Bankers at the Un1vers1ty Center .on the
·dates belo~ Find out h<?w you can:
• use your All Card. as an ATM card
• take.· advantage .of great banking benefits like.... ~ .
.• ~pen tfSt~t c.h_ ecking accorntfor only $IOO ,a. ~on:th'
:(/ree]une,July &August)
· · · .. , , · · · ·. ·
• no{eefor Star Bank ,MAC ATM.•trarisactions*
• bank by PC free: check balances, tra~fer funds; · · ··•
review account transactions, e-mail the bank and more
• assistance with student loans and other financing options

*See Xavier University Fin~mcial Services Brochure for complete details.
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Muski.es remain co.nfidenf
(continued from page one)

Swimmers split in ]florida

for the Muskies. Xavier outrebounded Fordham 32,.26, thanks
in large part to T;J. Johnson's
team-high eight boards.
The Musketeer swimmers had a hard time regaining
.The game was a homecommidseason form as they continued their season after nearly a month
ing of sort:S for two Musketeers,
and a half break.
senior Sherwin Anderson· and
On Jan. 2, the Muskies were in St. Bonita Springs, Fla. for a
sophomore Darnen Williams.
meet against the University of Maine. The men's team fared well,
Anderson's day was cut
defeating the Black Bears 93-55: The Musketeers took first in every
short because of a bizarre play
event except the lOOm backstroke and the 400m freestyle. Freshmidway through the second half.
man Scott Cain finished first in the 200m individual medley and
Anderson was called for a
together with Paul Wilcheck, T.J. Dunker and Martin Hart won the
questionable offensive foul, his
200mrelay.
.
fourth
personal foul of the game.
Also scoring first place finishes were Dan Casey, Jamie
While
protesting
the call, AnderChristman and Joe Leibold.
son
was
slapped
with
a technical,
The women didn't fare as well against Maine, losing 95-55.
his
fifth
personal,
fouling
him out.
Alyssa Robbins and Therese Strickland were the only first place
of
the
game
with
four
points.
finishers for the.Muskies.
Williams had an offnight in
Next up was a dual meet against Georgia Southern, where ·
his
return,
shooting 3-for-7 to net
both squads came up short The nien fell 128-86 and the women's
only seven points.
score was 131.5 to 90.5
Xavier head coach Skip
Xavi~r returned to their home pool in a meet against the
Prosser was pleased with the
Louisville Cardinals. The Cardinals were vfotorious in both meets,
victory .. '1t was a good win for
taking the women 59-36 and defeating the men 57-38.
·
us," he said. "A league win on the
Christman blew away the fieldin the 50m freestyle event,
road is always special."
.
defeating his closest opponent by almost three seconds.
The loss to the Flyers left.
Next up for the swimmers is conference rival Virginia Tech at
the Musketeers stunned and
Blacksburg on Saturday.
disappointed, due in large part to
By Tom Decorte
. the frustrating nature of the game.
The Flyers did the things they
needed to do to win, but Xavier.
beat itself in a number of ways.
The Musketeer rifle team tangled with the Ciricinnati Bearcats ·
. Xavier struggled to find
Lemiy. Brown cotributed a. season high 21 points iii Xavier,' s loss to . '
Saturday in the more literal version of the "Crosstown Shootout." ·
Dayton last Tuesday. lie also had a te~m high seven assists frt.the . ....···
rhythm in its offensive game. The
The result was no different from that on the basketball court as the
Muskies never looked comfortable
game., Brown had 16 points and five assists in Saturday's win ai ·
Musketeers easily defeated the Bearcats.
-in their half-court offense. They
Fordham. The sophomore guard leads the Musketeers with a
Sophomore Karyn Juziuk lead XU to 2288 to 1971 victory
shot well from the. floor, however,
scoring average of 16.8 points per game.
by scoring a 60 shot total of 584. Andrea Parker; Karen Alexander
. _making '{17 percent of the their
came .from the free throw line. . . . the loss, but the Fordham gam~and Ted Rozman provide<I the ~upporHoriliziukas all the Muske- . ;§hots·. - ' : · '· il( ;-~
,~, i~
:>: '.i'::, :,wiiliams<lfti~ th.e.task of!::' /i sbowed'thatlliere are stil!':fla~s
teers shot better scores than Cirlcinnati's top individual perform~r.
Xavier came into the game
.·guarding Hoskins for p~ of the • to iro~ e>ut for this'ieaih. ·
The .victory moves i:he Muskies above the .500 mark for the
out-rebounding opponents by an
game,. arid praised the effort of the
.. This week .in practice; the
first time this .season, but their record.is deceiving.· After dropping ,
.Flyer. "He's got a real quick . . · Muskies. have been V\'Orking on. ;
average of six per game, but
their first three matches of the season the riflers have bounced back
step,''.Williams said, "and tonight . theifdefense, rebounding ~d ball .
Dayton equalled the Muskies in
to win fi~e of their last six contests as the .NCAA .Championships .
that stat with 34.
he was hitting on all cyiinders:" · liandling. ,
.
. . ..
·
approach in March, where the Muskies will defend their Air ~fie
Ball handling also haunted .·
• · Hoskins, Shawn Haughn...
. Prosser regards the team!s
Championship.
the Musketeers as they coughed
and Rodney Horton were dyna.turnover woes· as a problem thaf
By Steve Sm~th
up the ball 22 times.·
mite froin outside1.especially in
must be controlled. ''That .
Defensively.Xavier really
clutch situations. The trio
·. . (turnovers)
our Waterloo at
struggled. ··Senior point guard
registered a hat-trickapiece from
Dayton, and was almost out
. Darnell Hoskins, in his first year
. beyond the three-point arc.
demise at Fordham/' he said.
as a Flyer after transferring from
Center .Mark Ashman also
Senior Sher.win Anderson'
Sophomore guard Lenny Brown earned a prestigous honor this
Wisconsin, rendered Xavier's ·
had a big gaine for Dayton. Thesays.the team is still very.·
week when he was named a canidate for the 1996-97 John R. ·
trademark pressure ineffective.
big man grabbed seven rebounds
. confident and ~at they are very.
Wooden Awards.
His quickness prevented the
· and scored 20 points on 75 percerit .·focused. "We're still 11-1, which
Brown is one of 50 collegiate basketball players who is a
Musketeers from successfully
shooting.
is better than 1-11," he said.
contender for the 10-man All-American Team and ·Player of the
trapping him, and it hurt in a
As the Dayton students ·
The Musketeers. hope to
Year honors.
rushed the· floor following the
have everything in order as they
number of ways.
A board of 25 basketball journalists will vote to pare the list
Xavier had been forcing
game, Xavier's locker room was
embark on a tough three game
down to the 10 winners.
teams to tum the ball over an
filled with silence, long faces.and
stretch..
There are four other sophomores besides Brown who were
average of 24 times a game, with
blank stares.. The Muskies were
First up is the final
named as a canidate. Only two other Atlantic 10 players were
many
of
d1e
turnovers
resulting
in
trying
to
determine
why·
they
nonconference
game of the season
chosen to the list. They are Ace Custis of Virginia Tech'and
easy
Musketeer
buckets.
Against
couldn't
find
a
way
to
win
the
for
Xavier.
They
will take on
Alexander Kool of George Washington.
Dayton, however, easy baskets off game.
_
Tulane in a game at Riverfront
This season Brown is leading Xavier with a scoring average of
Coliseum as part of the Atlantic
"We tried just about
the pressure were hard to come by
16.8 points per game. He is .second on the team for three-point
IO/Conference USA Challenge
as the Flyers turned the ball over
everything, but they came out ·
shooting at a 42 percent clip. lfe is also averaging four rebounds
only 14 times.
better," said Xavier head coach
tomorrow night at 7 p.m .. The .
and 4.25 assists per game.
With the Flyers easily
Skip Prosser. "We need four or
made for television event will be
By Pete Holtermann
shown 'on ESPN.
breaking through the pressure, XU .five or six people playing well;
got sloppy on defense, committing and that wasn't the case tonight."
Sunday, Xavier will face A25 fouls and sending Dayton to ·
'!We wanted to come out
10 foe Temple at-the Cincinnati ·
and put pressure on them," said
Gardens. in a 2 p.m. tip-off.
the line 30 times. The Flyers
· connected on 23 of their shots
Hoskins. "All year, they have
Temple is 7~4 overall, and 2-1 in
from the charity stripe.
been the aggressor. They put
the A-10 so far this season.
•Women's Basketball vs. Virginia Tech at 2 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 16
of
this
with
teams
on
their
heels,
and
that's
Xavier
will get to scoutthe Owls
Dayton
did
inost
•Men's Basketball vs. Tulane at Riverfront
Ryan Perryman, the squad's usual •what we wanted to do to tllem.~·
when they play Cincinnati in the
Coliseum (A 10/C-USA Challenge) at 7 p.m. on
ESPN
go-to guy, on the bench with foul
Xavier was led by Brown
second game in the A 10/C-USA
•RiOe vs. :Kentucky at 11 a.m.
Saturday, Jan. 18
trouble for much of the game. He who equalled his season-high with. Challenge.
·
•Women's Basketball vs. George Washington at
4 p;.L on WCPO (Ch. 9)
.
played just 1Sminutes, butsco~ed · 29 points, 25 of which came· in the Xavier will then have a
•SwiRaming at :Virginia Tech at J p.m.
11 points and grabbed five ·
second half. ·
. •
. .
tough road test next Thursday at
•Men's Basketball vs. Temple at 2 p.m. on
Sunday, Jan. 19
rebounds.
Braggs added 19 for the
George Washington. The
.
WCPO (Ch. 9)
.
.
Hostdns
was
named
MVP
of
Muskies
while
'pulling
down
eight
Colonials
were
picked
to
win
the
•Women's Basketball vs. Dayton at 7 p.m•.
TUl!sday, Jan. 21
the game for his 30 point, seven . ··rebounds. Posey had a team-high
A-10 West Division this season in
All bGme games are In bold
rebound
and
seven
assistperfornine
boards.
the
conference's preseason poll ()f
Home women's basketball games are played at Schmidt Fieldhouse
of
his
points
Xavier
practic~
well
after
media
and coaches. ·
mance.
Thirteen
Home
men's
basketball
games
are
played
at
the
Cincinnati
Gardens
.
.
.
.

Shooters hunt down Bearcats

a

!

Brown receives ·Wooden honor

/

•3

Coming Up

,

was

XP's 10;0 start makes school history
shooting. Braggs also had four
Po!)ey led Xavier in scoring with.
Braggs added
assists and iliree steals.
THE XAVIERNEWSWIRE. · 10 fo the winnifig effort.. ·
•Five other Muskies had
Xavier 113,.Akron lil ,..
. While the students were ,
double-figure scoring totals in the
game. Williams led tile team with
nestled an snug in their beds, whh ·.(triple overtime)>
. •·· . . .
visions of ~ugar plums dandngin ·.
..•Akf<?n led byJ3 with .Jess
. 21 while Brown eq1,1alled Braggs
.thei.f heads; the )(avier.basketball
then two .ffiiiuit6sJeft fothe' first
with 16. Johnson added 15, Posey
teani was bui;y piayirig six ganies, half, butXa~i~t}Ios~d towiihin ·
had 12 and Lumpkin tossed in 11
.six by the brea'.k. Tbel\fuskies · ·
including the openillg of its
for Xavier.
Atlantic 10 schedule. .
were up. by 14 witi1\mder five ·
•The Muskies out-reThe Musketeers w~n five of ·minutes left in regulation, but the
bounded K-State 43-32. Xavier
the six; including two of threeiri . Zips ·battled to sencl the game into
also forced 23 Wildcat turnovers,
the A-10. Xavier started off the ·
overtime tied at in.·.
while committing only 11 of their
season 10-0, then split the next
own.
•Lenny Brown led Xavier
two games to post a record of 11-1 with 29 points. He. scored 16 of
•Kansas State head coach
thus far .... ·.
those points in the overtime .
in its history. During the 1957-58 TomAsbury was not at all pleased
. periods. ·Brown also had a .season- season, Xavier beat Louisville in
Here's a look at the first
with his team's performance. He
,·high 10 rebounds in the game.
four games of the break. (The
iliree extra frames by a score of
opened his brief postgame press
·•Lumpkin finished with a
final games are covered on page 8
82-80. The Muskies went on to be conference disgustedly by saying,
of this issue.)
"We were pathetic and they were
seaso.n-best 26 poirlts; Darnell
NIT Champions that season.
Williams hadJ9; Posey finished
Xavier's la8t overtime game was a · great. Any questions?"
Xavier 79, Hofstra 43
•Flying Dutchmen' head
with 17 and.Braggs ?-dded 15.
Xavier 102, Virginia Tech 67
heart"stopping 78-74 loss to
•Posey led Xavier's recoach Jay Wright was impressed
Massachusetts last season at the
•The game was delayed by
by Xavier's performance. "I
bounding efforts with his best
28 minutes in the middle of the
Gardens:
haven't seen a team play this hard performance of the season with
Xavier 95, Kansas State 54 first half as Cincinnati Gardens
in 13 years as a coach."
work crews attempted to cool the
14. Johnson grabbed nine boards.
•Xavier came back from
Xavier outrebounded the Zips 59- . Christmas and practiced hard, and building to keep mois.ture off the
•Hofstra caused fits for
Xavier's defensive pressure due to ·. 46.
floor. A sell out crowd and
it showed in tile rout of Kansas
•Akron only turned the ball
their quickness. The guard duo of
State. It was revenge for the
unseasonably warm temperatures
Craig "Speedy" Claxton ahd
caused condensation on the court
~ver 12 times in. the 55 minute
Musketeers, 'Last season, Xavier
game.
Darius Burton used.their quicktraveled to Manhattan, Kan. where from the ice surface below it
•Freshman guard Jimmal ·
ness to help the Flying, Dutchmen
the Wildcats beat Xavier 73-67.
•Xavier held a 29-23
get the ball down the floor.
Ball was on fire for Akron. He
Xavier fell behind early on wheri
advantage w~en. the game was
•Xavier crushed Hofstra on
made 16 of
3o shots, including K-State opened the game by
. stopped. They took control of the
the boards, 35-19. Torraye·
half of the 14. three~pointers he
taking a 26~3 lead.·
game after the unexpected break
•Braggs had a stellar··
attempted, to lead the Zips with 44
Braggs and T.J. Johnson led the
by launching a 12-4 run. Xavier
points.
· . .
.
evening. He pulled down a
effort with nine and.seven
took ~ 56-44 lead into the locker
.
•Xavier has haci only one
rebounds respectively ..
season-high 16 rebounds, and
room at half time..
•Gary.Lumpkin ~d James . oilier gan1e go into triple overtime scored i6 points oni-for-10
•Williams kept his hot
BY PETE HOLTERMANN

..,.- 13 points apiece.

''This .game

< .. .

•

IS SO

staccato, it
very rarely
flows.''

-Skip Pr:osser

his

streak going by leading :Xavier
with a season-high 25 points. He
also ha_d eight rebounds in the ·
game.
•Braggs and Lumpkin both
had 18 points for XU. Sherwin
Anderson and Brown added 11
apiece, a season-high for Anderson.
•The Muskies were. generous in this game, as they have
been for most of the season.
Lumpkin had a season-high eight
assists, and Braggs and Anderson
both had six.
•Xavier's game. was
highlighted by several of the
team's trademark spurts. Xavier
had two 11-0 runs in the first half,
and several smaller spurts in the
second half. Head coach Skip
Prosser explained his team's
tendency by making an analogy to
music. "The game is so staccato,"
he said. "It very rarely flows."
•Tech coach Bill Foster,
who is retiring after this season,
suffered his worst defeat ever in
his six seasons at the school. No
team had ever beaten his Hokie
squads by more than 33 points
prior to the game against Xavier.
.Only two teams had ever scored
more titan 90 points against his
team.s, and Xavier was the first to
break the 100 point barrier against
one of his Tech squads.
·
The Muskies' start of 10-0
was their best ever.

Wo'men,gunned ·down -in Shootout
BY TOM DECORTE
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The JTM Hometown
Shootout turned out to be what
was predicted for the Crosstown
Shootout month and a half ago.
.· . The University of Cincinnati Lady
· Bearcats took c<?ntroloftl1e game
early and buried the Musketeers
83-58 atthe Shoeritaker Center
last Monday.
.
Xavier had to deal with the
contin~ed absence of. their leading
i
scorer and. rebounder, freshman
', Standc#.Kim Hotz.. Hotz missed.
the shootout with a sprained knee.
.. · ... Junior guard Keisha Brown
was instrumental in the early
going with two buckets from. iliree
point range.. Seiuor forward .
SheilaFlint keyed Xavier inside,
grabbing five rebounds and
scoring six points in the tirst half.
Xavier was able to keep the
game close in the first part of the
game, battling UC to a 21-20
score 14 minutes into the game.
After the 14 minute mark,
however, the Bearcats blazed on
an 18-8 run to end the half that
seemed to· break the resolve of the
Musketeers;
UCcounted on their go-to
players to blow the game open~ ·
They were able to tak:e control of
the offensive boards, resulting in
many second chance sc~ring
oppotunities.
·The Bearcats grabbed 14
offensive boards in the half, while

a

Sophomore Nikki Kremer, a loca{high school product, got the first
start of her career in the JTM Hometown Shootout against the
University of Cincinnati. Kremer finished with eightpoints and five ·
rebounds in the game against ihe Bearcat$.

Xavier only managed 10 defensive season, responding with four
caroms.
points.
"We saw on film that we
"I wanted. to give the players
could get past their blockouts and
who practiced well defensively a
we felt we had an advantage on
chance to get some significant
leaping ability," said Bearcat head minutes," said Balcomb, "We
coach Laurie Pirtle.
have to figure ou't a way to get
During the UC run, forward five players in there who can play
Carla Jones netted six points on
solid both offensively and
. putbacks and her frontcourt
defensively."
partner Stephanie Geter also
The Bearcats didn't give
added six points in the run.
Xavier the chance to get back into
Cincinnati also used
the game, as the second half began
pressure defense to force 15 first
with a 22~7 run by UC. UC shot a
half turnovers by the Musketeers.
perfect 7-7 from the field during
"I think their pressure on the the decisive run.
ball forces you to be put in
·The Musketeers couldn't
positions your offense doesn't
muster much offense in the second
want to be in and it makes your
half, shooting just 28 percent from
offense look out of sync," said
the field and 2-9 from three point·
Xavier head coach Melanie
range.
B.alcomb.
.
Five players from the
These factors outweighed
Bearcats scored in double figures
the Muskies solid fir.st half
for the g~e, including junior
shooting effort. XU shot 50
point guarcJ. JolindaLewis with 18
percent from the field. compared to and Geter with 15 points.
UC' s 43 percent in the first half.
Doris Scott plugged the
The Muskies tried to answer middle for UC, grabbing 15
the attacking offensive style of the rebounds and scrapping for 12
Bearcats by using more athletic
points.
subs that haven't received much
"We're giving up a lot of
playing tiine this season; ·.
points right now and we can't
: .· •Sophqmore Jonelle Riley, ·
continue to do that, so we're going
·who had previo'usJy p~ayed only
to.make changes," saidBalc0mb.
seven minutes all season, was
, Brown was the only double
.inserted into the lineup just six
figure scorer for Xavier, scoring
and a half minutes into the game.
20 points, including shooting 4-8
Riley responded with three
on· iliree point attempts.
points, iliree rebounds· and solid·
This was only the second
defense in j~st over.18 minutes of . time in the last eight meetings that
action. ~ophomore backup center
the Bearcats have come out.with a
Jamie Griffin also saw her largest
victory.
amount of playing. time of this .
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Cold shooting leads··. to losing streak·
BY TOM DECOR1E
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The Xavier women's
basketball team, after finishing the
non-conference season with an
offensive flurry, dropped their
first three Atlantic 10 games due
to a terri_ble shooting drought and
the loss of their leading scorer and
rebounder to injury.
The non-conference season
ended with a nine point victory
over Miami and 17 point .win over
Robert Morris.
. ..
.
Against the Colonials;
senior forward Sheila Flint scored
a career high 21 points, pulled·
down a season high 10 rebounds
and had four steals.
The Musketeers moved out
to a 14 point margin by halftime
and their output of 92 points is the
largest of the season.
Also scoring in double
figures were forward Susanna
Stromberg with a season high 17
points, Jenny Rauh with 14 and
Kiesha Brown added 11. Freshman point guard Tina Greer set up
the leading scorers by dealing out
eight assists.
Brown was the main
offensive spark against Miami,
scoring 16 of her 21 points in the
second half to lead XU.
·
· The two wiris also gave
Xavier hope that they could win
without their leading scorer and
rebounder, Kim Hotz; who has . ·•
been sidelined since December 20
due to sprained knee; Hotz ~as
averaging 16 points and 73·.. ·
rebounds a game before the injury.
. Head coach Melanie .·.
Balcomb said, "What we miss
most about Kim's play is her
defense and rebounding. When
you take. almost .eight rebounds
out of your team, that hurts."
.The Atlantic 10 season
started with a trip to Dayton.
There the women suffered the
same fate as the men would
endure later that week: a tight loss
to the Flyers.
Brown almost
singlehandedly kept Xavier in the
game, lighting it up for a career
high 34 points which included six

a

thre.e pointers and a 12-13 mark
steals in the game, their lowest
from the foul line. Her mark of 34 · output of the season. Kremer,
points is the biggest output for a ·
who led Xayier with 15 points,
Musketeer since Amy Siefring
was the only player to shoot at a
scored 35 points against Illinois
50 percent clip ..
last year.
.
Unfortunately, Brown_
Following Daytonwas.the
suffered a hip pointer in the game
J.T.M. Hometown Shootout (see
and is questionable for tomorrow's
story page 9) ·which .resulted in a
game.
shuffling of lineups in hopes of
"It kinda of seems like
creating a more effective defense.
we've lost our focus," said Flint.
Sophomore guard Nikki
"Everyone is feeling pressure to
step up to ·score. an_d as a result we
Kremer said, "Obviously, our
weakfless is our defense right
don't have a great offense."
now; earlier the year we could
Kremer said, "We're in a .
beat teams on talent, but the teams slump because our defense
in the Atlantic 10 are much
triggers our offense and we're not
stronger."
forcing turnovers or rebounding at
The Musketeers traveled to . all."
·
·
Philadelphia to play LaSalle last
Balcomb said, "We lost four
Thursday, where their defense
games on the road and we.can't
improved but the offense took a
get too down on ourselves. We
nose dive. They only managed 33 had a team meeting and two good·
percent from the floor in the 67-54 practices and we n_eed a win."
loss to the Explorers.
. The Musketeers are hoping
Xavier shot 9-32 from the
a return to Schmidt Fieldhouse
floor and 1-7 from three point
will stop the bleeding of four
range a8 LaSalle jumped out to a
game losing streak. Tomorrow
11 point lead at halftime. XU
the women take on Virginia Tech
could only manage a 41 percent
at 2 p.m. Xavier split' its two
shooting mark in the second half
games with the Hokies last season.
and never made a serious run.
V Tech won the first meeting in ·
One bright spot was the play overtime at Blacksburg 87-82, but
of center Kristie Stuckenberg,
the Muskies got revenge by
who played perhaps her best game winning 83-70 at hOme..
photo by Ramon DeJesus
of the season: She led the team
The Musketeers will air on
Junior guard Kiesha Brown scored a career high 34 points in the
with 15 points and seven rebou1ids the Atlantic 10 television network
Muskies 83~80 loss to Dayton. Brown has made the transition to the
in just 21 minutes of action.
on Saturday when they face
shooting guard position after spending the majority 'OJ herflrst two
The only other double figure George Washington at Schmidt.
seasons at the point. However, even Brown has been affected by the
· scorers were Kremer and° Brown;· · ·· '.".: Jfhe:g~e..wilJ be brpadcasq •. shooti~g s,lum.p tfiai has, afflicted the Muske,teers dufing their/Qur.game
.who each scored 12. · Leading the .·. locally on Channel 9. Galn.e time : ·
. , losing str:_edk.
shot I-37 since,
p°ayton gam~.
way for LaSalle were cbxissie
. . is at 4 p.m. . .
..
. . ...
. .
.. ..
Donahue and Sarah Hayries·who .
scored 15 and 14 apiece ..
"The positive isthat we're ..·
getting a little better on defense ·
and we've spent more time
working on our defense in .. ·.·
practice, but on the other hand we
. haven't worked on our offense
much," said.Balcomb ..
Pittsburgh was the next stop
on the women's extended road trip
for a game against Duquesne. The
Muskies were_dominatedin every.
phase of the game, falling 83-51.
Xavier shot only .286 for the
game, and 3-18 from long range.
Plus, XU was unable to get their
press going, grabbing only six
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Excitementandadventure
ship potential _and helps.
is the course description,
you take _on the cha:l:--:·
and Army ROTC is the
lenge of command.
name. It'sthe one college . . . There's no obligation
electiye ·thBt b~ilds
umu .your junior year,
y. our_ self-confidence,_ . · •
's() there's no i:easonno. t
develops yourleader-.
to try it out right now.
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ARMY ROTC.
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE C:OURSE.YOU.CAN,TAKE
'

.

For details, visit St. Barl:xlra Hall or call .
_,.·.

.

745-10,62' ..
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Considering Graduate School?
Study in Ohio's #1 Pharmacology Doctoral.
Program. Discover new drugs and new
mechanisms of action of established drugs.
Acquire modern biochemical, physiological
and molecular biological techniques. Careers
in R&D, education, and biotechnology.
Full scholarships & stipends available.
Application deadline is February 1, 1997.

Open House
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Lunch served. · Reservations required.
To.register, contact Nancy Thyberg,
Department of Pharmacology & Cell Biophysics,
University of Cincinnati
Phone 513-558-2333, FAX 513-558-1169 or
email: thybern@ucbeh.san.uc.edu
Visit.our Web page: www.uc.edu/www/deptpcbhp
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PART-TIME
SANITATION
TECHNICIANS
The fastest growing division of a
Fortune 400 Company has
immediate positions available
for Part-Time Sanitation
Technicians. Hudson Specialty.
Foods (formerly Pierre Frozen
Foods), is a $200 million
process manufacturer of
·
premium quality, value-added
meat and poultry products. Our
large modern plant continues to
expand, and we· face a variety
of challenging opportunities.

ADREP&!H

Student Director
Megan eonliffe

Parent/Family .Coordinator·
·

Danielle Luke ·

• Earn $7.60/hr, plus $.35/hr
shift differential
•Third shift hours from
11 :OOPM"7:00A.M
• Must be available to work
·Saturday .and Sunday . . .
• Time .and one half p~id for .
Sundays · · - ·
• Opportunity for advancement
&.full-time employment ·

Coordinate>~ of Faith Experiences

Steve}Joga

·;1:.:

·.·.,

NOW HIRING

interE£ted students
-to ·1:ecome
ANNOUNCING ...
THE i 997 MANRESA CORE .

.-.;,:

·

Training- Coordinator,·
· Doug t<uschman

Communications Co.ordinatbr

We are seeking highly
motivated individuals who want.
work in a fast-paced
environment. Join our team
and.grow with us!

Michael fllc:lersdn· ... .... ·

to

Staff Coordinator
ehr:isK/f!fas

·.

.

;.

'

. All interested.applicants may,
· · ''apply in person Monday~Friday
· from a:ooam.-4:30pm. ·
·

.. ,; .
•• :.'

!

Hudson Specialty Foods
9990 Princeton Road
Cinc!nnati, 01-! .45246
.

'

.

Equal Opportunity !=mploy~r l
Supporting a drug-free ·work place ..

·" "("

DllER.!ON.! b11iel11 Kim comes 'Hard Core'
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'King'Iy·job openings
Paramount's Kings Island is holding a job fair
in the park's Festhausfacility Saturday from 10 a.m.
to4 p.m.
Applicants should park in the main parking lot
and follow the.job fair signs.
Over 5,000 positions are available for the 1997
season.
The park is seeking people for all aspects of
park operations, including admissions, ecology, food
service, games, landscaping, maintenance, mercnandise, rides and security.
Departmental representatives will be present at
the job fair and will interview attendees that day.
Many of.the positions will begin on April 12,
when the park opens for a season pass weekend.
The park begins weekend operation on April
19 and is open daily from Mr.y 24 through Aug. 24.
It is also open on Labor Day weekend and selected
weekends in September and October.
Those interested in working at Paramount's
Kings Island must be at least 16 years of age and
have a valid social security number.
Persons who cannot attend the job fair may
apply at the park's Human· Resource office Monday
through Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p,in..
For more information, call the park's Information Center at 573-5800.

XU's 'Contemporary' art
An exhibition of works by students from the
Xavier Art Department's class "Topics in Contemporary Art," will runthrough Jan. 24 at the Xavier
University Art Gallery.
Gallery hours are Monday through Friday
from noon to 4 p.m.
The exhibit,"Last Exit," is under the guidance
of Robert Brasier and includes works that reflect the
open-ended structure of the class as well as focus
away from the finished product and toward the
process .of making art.
The class's experimentation with process and
expression is evident through the diverse pieces. .
Persons seeking more information should
contact the Gallery receptionist at 745-3811.

Cincinnati Choral a11ditions
Auditions for the remainder of the 1996-97
Cincinnati Choral Society concert season will be·
held until the end of January at the Musical Arts
Center, which is located on 1987 Madison Road.
Interested singers should contact Pat Brennan
at 541-6514 to arrange a time. ·
Singers should be prepared to sight-read and
sing a prepared piece.
·

=-··,.

Cincinnati·.Opera chorus tryouts
Auditions for the Cincinnati Opera Chorus
for the 1997 Sl)mmer Festival are scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 8 and Sunday, Feb. 9 in the large
rehearsal hall of Music HalL ·
Audition times must be scheduled in advance
. by calling Anne Schmidt at62°l-1919 ext. 220
.
beginning on Jan. 21.
Tlie audition will be heard by Cincinnati
Opera artistic dire_ctor Nicholas Muni and by chorns
master Henri Venanzi.
Rehearsals will begin the weekof June2 ..

BY SOREN BAKER

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ..

· After playing on her "Big
Momina" status on Junior
M.A.F.I.A.'s "Conspiracy" album,
Lil' Kim comes with command~ .
ingly profane and vividly descriptive lyrics on her debut set,"Hard
Core."
Kim has never been one to
mince words, and she explicitly
lists her wants and needs, both
monetarily and sexually, throughoutthe 15-cut album.
"R&B Fantasies" is a clever
narrative listing off all the popular
soul singers with whom she would
like to have sexual encounters.
"We Don't Need It," which was
also included on the soundtrack
for "Sunset Park," allo.ws Kim's
male JuniorM.A.F.I.A. cohorts to
counter her sexual demands with
their own desires.
.But as much.as Kim flaunts
her promiscuous lifestyle, she is
:sure to put unworthy meriin their
place oil "Not Toriight."
Though :Kim has been .
questioned in several· prominent
hip-hop publications, like The
. ..
Source, for her overtly sexuaJ and
profane slant, she cannot be denied
as a potent rhyme maker. No
matter the subject, Kim's lyrics
showan uninhibited imagination,
especially on her more naughty
tales. ·
·
Unlike most of today's
rappers, who rely on a largely
monotone delivery, Kim changes

Lil' Kim doesn't mince words

on her debut album, "Hard Core."

her cadence regularly, emphasizing her punchlines and driving
them home with an undeniable ·
authority.
As has been the case with ·
the music of comrade The
Notorious B.I.G., Kim relies on a
combination offamiliaf, satin
sounds to .back her lyrical
journeys ..
"Big Momma Than¥,"
which features fellow Brooklynite
Jay-Z, uses the same sample from

the intro of Big Daddy Kane's
"Taste Of Chocolate" album,
while Kim's "No Time" uses the
same beat from the chorus of
Kane's "Calling Mr. Welfare"
from his "It's A Big Daddy.
Thing" LP ..
"Hard Core" will not
redefine the rap world, but Lil'
Kim is one ofa new breed. of
female lyricists who refuses to
compromise herself or her ideals.
in a male dominated medium.

Wayne.opens Pumpkins
BY SHAUNA POPE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The pop group Fountains Of
Wayne will open for Smashing
Pumpkins at Riverfront Coliseum
on Sunday at 7:30 p:m,
The band is masterminded
by Adam Schlesiii:ger and Chris
Collingwood, who met while
attending Williams. College in ·
Massachusetts aJittle ~>Ver a
decade ago.
' Whenthat band didn't work
out, Schlesfoger and Collingwood
went their separate ways but kept
in touch.
·
Each-undertook his own
musical. endeavors.
Schlesinger became the third
member in the band Ivy, which
became fairly successful. They
are currently working on their
second album.
Collingwood spent his time
playing in a country band called.
. the Mercy Buckets before moving
to New York, where Schlesinger
was also residing.
Collingwood contacted
Schlesinger with some new
material .he had written and
Schlesinger was interested in
working with his old partner. The
two got together and ~egan

Adam Schlesinger (1) and Chris Collingwood are Fountains Of Wayne.
They are also opening for Smashing Pumpkins.

recording Collingwood's songs
and others on which they collaborated after reuniting.
·
They named their new band
Fountains Of Wayne after a lawn
ornament store ii1 New Jersey.
Fountains Of Wayne·then
added guitarist Jody Porter,
formerly of the group Belltower,
and drummer Brian Young, a
. former member of the Posies,
The band released a selftitled debut and landed a gig ·
·opening for Smashing Pumpkins,
·the masters of alternative rock.
In addition, both
Schlesinger and Collingwood
have been busy with projects
outside the band.
Schlesinger wrote the title
track from the recent movie "That
Thing You Do!," which was Tom

Hanks' writing ·and directorial
debut.
He also teamed up with
James Iha and D' Arey of Smashing Pumpkins to start Scratchie
Records, a Chic~go-b~ed record ·
label.
Lead singer Collingwood
sang on tributes to Brian Wilson
and BurtBacharach as part of
New'York's "Loser's
Lounge" series.
With all that energy and
songs that Rolling Stone characterized as "memorable pop melodies
that resonate with offbeat details
and characters," Fountains Of
Wayne promises to provide an
interesting opening to Smashing
Pumpkins' phenomenal stage
show.
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'Evita' conquers the Americas
.BY KrusTA SIGLER .
THEXAVIER.NEWSWIRE

In 1994, director.Alan
Parker received a letter from ·
Madonna, begging him to
consider her for the part of Eva
Per6n and promising to "sing,
dance and .act [her] heart out" if
she were to be cast in the role.
And she was.
The result is the currently
playing "Evita," a stunning twohour epic that hails the return of
. the movie musical with triumph.
"Evita," based on the Tony
Award-winning musical by the
team of Tim Rice and Andrew
Lloyd Webber, spins out the life
story of Argentine First Lady Eva.
Per6n, who clawed her way from
poverty and social contempt to
riches and near-sai11thood, only to
lose it all to uterine cancer at the
age of33.
Like the musical, the film
relays all of this through music;
the score, with new orchestrations and even a new song, is a
fascinating play of themes and
styles, from the folk~inspired,
. "Oh, What a Circus," to the rock
· of"The Lady's Got Potential," to·
the most famed song of the show,
"Don't Cry for Me, Argentina."
B.ut it is. the performances
which make this "Evita."

:rv.t;adhiliia·goeS .filter· the

Madonna stars as Eva Peron, .one of the most beloved and controversial figures of the 20th century.
.
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lead role with a drive to match
that of the real Eva. Her Evita,
like the original, steals sympathy
from the audience even as her
manipulations repulse.
Madonna's Evita callously
sleeps her way to the top ("Goodbye and Thank You, Whoever"),
but then hushes the audience in

·

Per6n. Pryce's singing (original
lyrics is intelligent and attune to
her love song to her nation, the
Engineer in "Miss Saigon") and
multiple meanings. His acting
glorious "Don't Cry for Me,
acting (critically acclaimed in the
nearly steals the show from '
Argentina."
Madom:ia as he visibly reacts to, . film ''Carrington") have never
As Che, the constant
been in dispute, and he provides
and fights against, the seduction
commentator on Eva's rise and
no
opportunity for criticism now.
of
the
myth
of
Evita.
fall, Antonio Banderas' perfor·
His Per6n is sleek and wily,
Jonathan Pryce rounds out
mance is almost as much a surprise
a leader who mourns his wife's
the leads as the other object of
as Madonna's. His singing is
Che's taunts, the dictator Juan
illness in terms of the loss of her
powerful and his handling of the

•The Taft Museum will
Thursday from 12:10-12:50 p.m.
be holding a series of four
Klosterman, a collector. of
lectures in which speakers
19th-century Renaissancerevival jewelry and a dealer in
will tell the stories found in
the works of art in the
antique. !ind estate jewelry, .will
exhibition "Romance and
discuss the stunning adornments
Chivalry: History and
. depicted in the paintings and
Literature Reflected in Earlyrelate them to the jewelry in the
19th-Century French PaintTaft Museum collection.
ing."
Alecture titled "Wo.uld
The exhibit will be on
the Bonapartes and.Bourbons
Have Enjoyed Braveheart?".will .
view through Feb, 9.
The romantic artists
. be gfven by Guy Sainty, a
represented drew upon
. gallery owner from New York,
subjects from French history, . .• today at 7:30 p.m.
·
.
·According to S~p.ty, the
the Jives of French and
English nobility and literature
Bonaparte and Bourbon-patrons
by such authors as Dante, Sir . · of French Romantic artists were
Walter Scott and Shakespeare.
.inspired to collect historical
The exhibition indudes
subjects by the same, impetus'
51 paintings from 26 artists,
that has drawn 111odern audiinduding Delacroix, Ingress
ences. to historical films.
· and Delaroche, as well as
. . The lecture is free to Taft
period furniture and sculpture.
Museum members and $5 for. all
Beginning the lecture
others.
series is "Princely Treasures:
David Payne; a professor
Medieval and Renaissance
of history at Northern Kentucky
Jewelry,'' which will be give,n
University, will speak on Jan. 23
by Kimberly Klosterman
···from 12:1Q-12:50 p.m. The

subject of his lecture will be "A
Flood of Nostalgia: The
Politics of French Romantic
Painting."
Payne will discuss the .
reactionary political underpinnings of kings during France's
Restoration. .
.
"Parallel Currents:
Writing and Painting in 19thCenttiry France" will be the
topic of the final lecture, which
will.be given by Josiane Riboni
on Feb. 4 from 12:10-12:50
p.m.
Riboni, who holds a .
Ph.D. in French literature from
the University of Cincinnati,
will discuss the movement in
French Romantic literature,
specifically addressed in the
paintings, that looked to the
past for inspiration. .
..
· This talk will be free with
Museum admission.
Reservatfons are required
. .
for all '6f the iectures.
· Callthe T~ftMuseum at
241~0343 for more information>

~Park District Ranger Bill
Leaman will guide an "Early
Bird Walk" on Thursday, Feb. 4
at Winton Woods. Avid and
·beginner birders may join this
· hike at the Great Oaks Trail at
8:30'a.m ..

•The Park District Naturalist will guide a "Wild Walkers"
hike on Wednesday, Feb. 5 in
Winton Woods. This brisk
morning hike will begin at
Kingfis.her Trail at l 0 a.m.

political usefulness.
Between these three
performances, like Madonna,
"singing, dancing, and acting [her]
heart out" and the rich material from
the original musical, Alan Parker's
"Evita" delivers on the highest
expectations and calls for more than
the return of film musicals: Oscars.

many states and national parks
from Vennont to the Pacific and
backto St. Louis. The show
begins in the Sharon Woods
Visitor Center at 2 p.m.
· . •The Park District Naturalist willdis6uss "Animal.Lore" on
Sunday, Feb. 9 in Winton Woods.
Park visitors can see examples of
native wildlife during this live
animal program in the Winton
Centre Auditorium at 2 p.m.

•The Cincinnati Dulcimer
•The "Weekday Whatsit?" Society will perform at Woodland
program returns on Thursday,
Mound on Sunday, Feb. 9. The
Feb. 6 in Sharon Woods. The
performance will take place in
emphasis of this exhibit and hike · Seasongood Nature Center at 3
will be bird artifacls (feathers,
p.m.
nests, etc.). This program begins
at 9 a.m. and will be followed by
The above listed programs
an optional hike at 10 a.m ..to
are free and open to the. public.
search for bird "Clues."
A valid Hamilton County
Park District Motor Vehicle·
•Park visitors can take an
Permit is required to enter the
"Adventure Across America'~ ·
parks.
· via slide show on Sunday, Feb:
Prices are.$1 for a daily
9. Intwci hours, visitors will see permit or $3 for an annual permit.
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The cutting edge of accordian perforrmmce.c

wednesday
January 15

thursday
January 16

·

•Some people say that the Walt
· Disney company owns everything
:.. We.ll they do, including your
immortal soul! Anyway, the benefits of a thriving capitalist system
have given those lovely people at
SAC the opportunity to give away a
free tri P for two to Disney World!!!
Disney World ... in Florida ... a
place that's warmer than here ...
Where are those lovely people going to give this Holy Grail of prizes
away? At the annual Getaway
Giveaway Dance of course!
T~at' s right, SAC will tease you
with smaller prizes and dancing, but
the C-Man knows what all you hedonistic animals want! The teasing
goes from 9. p.m.-1 a.m. in the
University Cafeteria! · So go, you
animals and hope for a warmer, better world. Hahahahahahaha! Oh,
and don'tf~rget to pack a suitcase!

•\.Yelcome to Calendar City,
the leader in chinchilla hats!
•Get ready for a hullabuloo of
thrills and chills as another semester
of Xavier fun begins!!! How do we
start the first week of syllabi and
book~buying? With an International
Coffee Hour, ofcourse. That's right,
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Romero
Officeofthe UniversityCenter,java
and conversation will be available
for free! Justdon'tcall, because the
phone people are snippy!
"Every person can make a difference."
.
•Today honors the birth, work
and life of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. In celebration of this
exhalted peacekeeper, there will be
several events· offered:
•A soul food dinner at 4:306:30 p.m. in the Downunder of the
University Center. Adonationof$2
for faculty and staff or $1 for the
student body is asked to cover costs.·
•Rev. Henry Wise Jones, a
lo~al p~torwho marched with King,
will give a keynote .address in
Bellann!ne C:hapel at 7 :30 p.m. The
Xavier Gospel Choir will supply the
music with special guest vocalist
David Minor.
'
•Acandlelightmarch will follow the service at 9 p.m. The march
will meet outside of Bellarmine
Chapel.
For more information about
these events, please call the office of
Multicultural Affairs at 745-3181.
•WVXU 91.7 FM will have
Robyn Carey guiding your ears
through the best grooves & soul on
Evening Jazz from 7-8 p.m.
•Have you seen Wandering
Maria?

•We've got a double shot of
the bouncing ball!!! A glass full of
butt-kicking!!! A dynamic duo of
whupping on layaway!!! First of
all, the women's basketball will take
on Virginia Tech in the Schmidt
Fieldhouse at 2 p.m. So skip class
and observe this body-slamming,
hip-checking, in-your-face basketball match! !!
•Holy catfish, Calendar
Man!!! The men's basketball team
takes on terrible Tulane at the
Riverfront Coliseum. The game
starts at 7 p.m.
•If watching tall men and
women whup~ass isn'.t your thing,
Joseph-Beth Booksellers at Harper's
Station will have Scrabble Night at
7 p.m. Be afraid, be very afraid!!!
•Babe-a-licious R & B singer,
Toni Braxton will be performing at
January 18
the Cincinnati Gardens with special
"Would you like a fine pet?
guest and hair model, Kenny G. For
Well, that's just what you'll get. .
more information, call 562-4949.
I'll get you the fanciest pet
ever yet!"
-Dr. Seuss
•The Playhouse in the Park
January 1~.
.
. will have "Aciopt-A-Pe(' from 9
•The c.::Man 's . boy, Scot
A very ,has just informed your a.m.~noon in celebration ~f the upcommg play, Sylvia, by A.R.
humble Man of Time thatall CalenGurney. Patrons will have the opdar fans willgetadollaroffanyused
portunity to adopt. the home imcompact disc!!! It's not a rumor!
paired canines of Hamilton County,
Just go to the CD Warehouse on
take home a year's supply of Kibbles
Madison Rd., present your Xavier
'n Bits dog food, a year's stash of
All-Card and all the music of JourSnausages dog treats and a ticket to
ney• Barry Manilow and the glam
~he performance. Remember, a pet
.rock band Winger will be yours for
is a great responsibility and needs
the taking!
plenty of attention. .
•Playhouse in the Park pre•The women's basketball
sents, A Tum of the Screw. This
team takes on the gregarious George
classic tale of terror by Henry Jam es
Washington at4p.m. in the Schmidt
runs until.Feb.2. Tonight's perforFieldhouse. Those of the couch
mance begins at 8 p.m. For more
potato descent can enjoy the game
information, call 421-3888
on WCPO Channel 9.

SPRING BREAK
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
Days $279! Includes all meals
.
'
parties & taxes! Great beaches
& nightlife! Leaves from
Ft. ~auderdale!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

CANCUN & JAMAICA
Spring Break Specials! 7
nights air & hotel from $429 ..
Save $150 on food, drinks &
free parties! 111 % lowest price
guarantee!
springbreaktrav~l.co~

saturday

friday
~:

l-800~678-6386

· · •·
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. •TheCollege-Conservatoryof
Music & y h d H
.
.
"Bae " . e ~ ~ anam ~resents
h. A~naha. 97, -~eaturmg per.formances of Vivaldi. s cello son~-.
t~. Performance ?eg_ms at 8 p.m. m
t~e ~orbett Aud1tonu~. Admis.swn is free! For more mformation,
call 556 -3442· ..
.·
.

•The M.. arti
. ·n L.. "th Ki
'·· · .. ,. J····
.
u er ng, r.
Coalition is sponsoring the Annual
Commemorative Memorial Walk at
11 a.m. The walk begins at Fountai11 Square. and will end at Music
Hall where the Coalition Chorale
will perform. and. Reverend Fred
Heath wiU address~the crowd.

·n·da···y... ·. · . ·. CincinnaH
•The Ensemble Theatre of
pr~sents The Creation of
Su
January 19 .·.... · . the World andOther Business by

•The Xavier men's basketball • ·Arthur Miller. Performance begins
team takes on tremulous Temple at at 8 p.m, Tickets are $10 for the
our stomping ground, the Cincin- average monkeys and $7 for the
nati Gardens at 2 P:m. The game . scholarly or elderly monkeys.
willbetelevisedonWCPOChannel
The Hitching Post on Madi9. You got to feel sorry for the boys son Rd. has a delicous deal. All you
from Philly, coming all this way to monkeys out there can get nine
get their butts handed to them in pieces of the "World's Best Fried
Chicken" and all sorts ofotherfixin' s
bow ling bags!
•Take a study break and turn for only $9.99! That's right, can't
on the Hi-Fi. WVXU 91.7 FM has you tell when the Calendar Man is
RabbitEars, ashowfeaturingpopu- running out of events? The next
lar stars narrating children stories. time you see the C-Man, ·he just
Tonight's tale. is How the Leopard might be boot scooting to the HitchGot His Spots, an African folk tale ing Post and getting a fistful of that
in honor of Martin Luther King Jr. there chicken!

tuesday

The story is narrated by Danny
Glover and accompanied by
Ladysmith Black Mambazo. Once
JanUary 21
upon a time ... begins at 6 p.m.
"Just another day!"
•The women's basketball
•Awakenings Tea & Coffee
Co. in Hyde Park Square invites you team takes on Dayton with the home
to partake of the sacred extract from advantage of Schmidt Fieldhouse.
a bean of coffee; Plus, the Bobby Don't let the team down, skip class,
Sharpe Trio will be laying down the · jump the fence, cross the border
bass grooves· as you con~sume! The escape from jail and break up with·
band starts at 8 p.ri, the coffee will your girlfriend to support your
flow all day.
Muskies!!! Tip off is at 7 p.m. ·
" ... and everything I ever did
"Just another day!"
and everything I ever been is gone."
.•The Xavier Art Gallery (Yes,
•The Smashing Pumpkins will we do have one.) in the Cohen CenrocktheRiverfrontColiseum at7:3o · ter (Where?) will exhibit the show
p.m. That's right; spider-monkeys,· "La~t Exit." The gallery hours are
the Infinite Sadness Tour has sailed noon:..4 p.m·. (No wonder no one
in~o the Q?een City on melancholy goes there.)
wmgs. Tickets are still available
"Just another day!_"
and the C-Man's partner in Pez,
•Have you seen Wandering
Shauna will be there trying to touch Maria?
·
. ~Welcome back; monkeys, to
Billy Corgan's bald head! If you
want a ticket ofdeveloped teen angst, the chilly weatherof Calendar City!
you can get tickets at the Coliseum
C-Mari makes no promises, but
drive-up ticket window or call 721- if you would. like to have an event
1000. ·
printed or have a comment or
mailbomb, please send them to Calendar City C/O The Newswire ML
2129, Fax 745-2898 or call 745- ·
January 20
3122! All mail will be sniffed by
"Tell me why, I don't like
Calendar Dog (Who was adopted at
Mondays?"
"Adopt-A-Mutt.") and will prob•Well, the C-Man likes this
ably end up lining Calendar Bird's
Monday because it is l\tlartin cage. If you have any suggestions
Luther King, Jr. Day. so, the for these animals' names, drop a
C-Man knows most citizens will be line!
·
enjoying the time off from work and
•You are now leaving Calschool, but please take a moment to
endar City, please drive careremember the man who lived his
fully. Have a nice day!
life fighting for civil rights.

!he

ntonday

FLORIDA SPRING
BREAK
Panama City! Room with
a kitchen, near bars $119!
Daytona-:bestlocation $139?
. Florida's new hotspot-Cocoa
· Beach. Hilton $169! ·
springbreaktravel.com
1~800-678-6386 ·.

T~e Calendar Man works diligently on the rewrites for the ;roductwn of the BSA winter play "Into the Spotlight," fueled only by
Pez and coffee. Peiformances are January 31.and February 1.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Season
5 Stage play.
10 Oram's state
14 Cri>p ola bln:I
15 Certain lisher
16 All's opposite
17 Gumar's need
18 Grayish Ian
19 Diminish
20 Coloring matter
22 Tolerated
24 Feed for hoises
25 Graceful bird
26 Baffles
29 Nonn
33 Apple remnants
34 Remain
35 Promise
36 Spheres
37 Bums
· superficially
38 Notoriety
39 Neighbor of
Can.
40Cafaau41 City In.
Switzerland
42 Maka ·more
moderate
45 Firearm
46. Banister
47 Young horse
48 Skadaddles
51 Large-finned
creature ·
55 Place in Asia
56 Anklebone
58 Bona: pref.
59 "Woa-1·
60 Notched
llTegularly
61 Pa1ron saint of
Norway
62 Equal
63 Assessed
64 Collision result

DOWN
1 Large number
2 Large body of
people
3 Silvery fabric
4 Pairs
5 First
appearances
6 Coral ridges

ANSWERS
7 Arabic latter
8 Ac!ress Ryan
9 Passages
.L H ii a
a a .L" 11 • 1131 ; i d
10 Relax
, 0 • ;i so II ii II ii 11 S I
"
11 Frogllke creature llld .L
so • s n , ".L • s 0 y ,
12 English qileen
H S I :I 1 I y 8 •11 II y II:> S
13 Notice
-.L , 0 :>B 1 I y II
21 Ughts«1t Signal
23 Prohibit
. , 0 .Ls I d • N MO a J H 0 .L
,
31
s y a• .LI
.. y s n
25 Commence
26 Girl or talent end ii II y :I I S u y H :> I s 8 II 0
... y .L s •s ii u 0 :>
27 Human ITUnk
MO A•
28 Citified
0 II YO Ny .Ls • s d II n .Ls
29 Tie spoiler
- N YM s • s .L y 0
30 Stop!, at sea
a ii 0 I 8 y
" n .L s a A a
31 Famed lover
ii H y"' • illll I 3 a I 0 II
32 Reside
" y
ii
,
ii H ON 111113
ii I MY II:>
34 Wrap for
Hy .L n • Ylft YU a I .L , y s
keeping warm
37 Secluded place
38 Burger and fries,
e.g.
41 Invoice
47 Bring about
52 Alt
43 Schoolroom
48 EITDr
53 Laurel
item·
49 Instance
54 Bulk
44 Water barrier
SO City in Georgia
57 Coach
45 Balanced
51 Nanow opening
Parsaghian
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FRIDAY JANUARY 17, 1997 9pm-1am • UNIVERSITY CENTERCAFE
. FREE FOOD, DRINKS, AND FUN

- D.J. GRAND PRIZE
· ALL EXPENSES PAID TRIP FOR ·TWO TO DISNEY WORLD!!
· Includes
AIR FARE, TRANSPORTATION, PASSES TO DISNEY WORLD, AND
$300 SPENDING CASH FOR ONE WINNER AND A GUEST!!
WINNER LEAVES DIRECTLY AFTER HE/SHE:IS ANNOUNCED
2NDPRIZE
WEEKEND FOR TWO Kf THE REGAL CINCINNATI HOTEL
· SAT.. JANUARY 18 'THRU MON.JANUARY 20

. 3RDPRIZE
DINNER FOR TWO AT THE MELTING POT
.$75VALUE

'
'

'

. SPONSORED BY SAC AND WEEKENDERS • QUESTIONS? CALL 745-3534

I

I

I

